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It gives a great pleasure to welcome you all for the  4th  International Conference on Eco-
friendly Computing and Communication Systems to be held at National Institute of 
Technology,  Kurushetra, Hyriyana, from 7-8  December 2015. This is an interdisciplinary 
conference which aims at diverse fields of engineering and technology with a focus on energy 
efficiency, green technology and sustainable systems design and development. The major 
attempt in this conference is to bring out this event to be a forum for researchers and 
practitioners to come together from all different fields of study such as Mechanical, 
Electrical, Environmental, Chemical, Electronics and Computer Engineering to foster to the 
needs of modern human life. The wide range of topics covered in this conference includes 
Sustainable Computing and Communication, Green Technology, Smart Grid, Green Data 
Centers, Green Building and Sustainable ICT. Energy Efficiency is considered to be an 
important area that needs to be further explored. A successful research in this field will 
enhance the possibility for Less Polluting,  Ecofriendly and Energy efficient devices. 
 
We are glad to share that there was an overwhelming response from the potential authors and 
we received 314 Papers and out of which we selected 106 papers.   An international 
conference can be organized by supports and great voluntary efforts of many people and  
organizations and our main responsibility is to coordinate the various tasks carried out with 
other willing and  talented volunteers.  This conference is the achievement of the 
contributions of many people, who give generously their time to contribute to the success of 
the programme. We would like to thank all for their efforts. First, we  would like to take 
opportunity to thank all the members of the organizing committee, the all chairs and technical 
program committee as well as all of the authors who submitted papers and reviewers who  
reviewed huge number of papers.  We also thank Elsevier for their high quality support, 
specifically we thank, Prof. Jay Liebowitz, Editor-in-Chief and  Neelima Dondapati, Manager 
Contract Publishing, who had enthusiastically supported  the approval process. Special thanks 
also to  Pinku Debnath for  proceedings editing work.    Last but not least, we would like to 
greatly thank the Prof. Anand Mohan Director of NIT Kurukshetra, pattern of ICECCS 2015 
and local organizing team.  
 
We hope a very interactive sessions between researchers and practitioners, and provides a 
stimulating forum for exchanging and developing new ideas in  Eco-friendly Computing and 
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